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RINGS OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES

IN A NON-ARCHIMEDEAN OREDERED FIELD

G. DE MARCO *) and M. RICHTER **)

1. Introduction.

In a recent paper, [DMW], investigations have been made over
the ring C(X, F) of continuous functions from a topological space X
into a proper subfield F of the field of real numbers. Here we show

that the techniques used in [DMW] lead, with suitable modifications,
to analogous results if F is a non-archimedean ordered field.

Our main concern here are the residue class fields of C(X, F)
and C*(X, F) (the ring of bounded functions). It does not seem easy
to give a full description of these fields by known concepts. The analo-
gue of [DMW, 2.1] reads: If a residue class field of C*(X, F) contains
one new element of a completion of F, it actually contains the whole
completion (Theorem 3.3). But here the analogy ends: F is never dense
in a residue class field K of C*(X, F) unless K=F or measurable car-
dinals are considered (Proposition 3.2, Corollary 3.4).

In II we describe those properties of ordered fields which will be
used later. In III and IV residue class fields of C*(X, F) and C(X, F)
are studied and in V we take the special case that F is real closed.

No inquiry is made about the structure spaces of C(X, F) and
C*(X, F) since it is clear that such an analysis can be carried out as
in [DMW, 1] without essential modifications.

*) Istituto di Matematica Applicata, Universita di Padova, Padova, Italy.
This work was performed while this co-author held a CNR fellowship at the

University of Texas at Austin.

**) Universit5t Freiburg i. Br. and University of Texas at Austin.
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II. General remarks on order fields.

The term « ordered » always means « totally ordered » . Throughout
the whole paragraph, the letter K denotes an ordered field. With the

order topology, K is a topological field. On its subsets, K induces an
order and a topology, which is not, in general, the topology of the

induced order.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be a subfield of K. Then F (with the
topology of the induced order) is a topological subfield of K if and

only if F is cofinal in K. Otherwise, F is a discrete subspace of K.

PROOF. F is cofinal in K if and only if x &#x3E; o } is

coinitial in y &#x3E; o } . And this is clearly equivalent to the

fact that the neighborhoods of 0 in F are the sets V n F, V neighborhood
of 0 in K. The last assertion is then also clear.

If S c K, clK(S) denotes the closure of S in the order topology
of K.

PROPOSITION 2.2. The subset S of K is topologically dense in K
if and only if it is order dense in K. If F is a subfield of K, then
clK(F) is a subfield of K, which is cofinal in K if and only if F is. If

F is not cofinal in K, then clK(F) = F.

PROOF. The last statement follows from 2.1. The remaining are
obvious.

Given a non-empty SCK, we denote by w(S) its cofinality type
(which is an initial ordinal). A cut y of K is an ordered pair of sets
(A, B) such that K = A u B and A  B (i.e., b E B imply a  b). The
cut y is said to be trivial if either one of the following is true: (i)
A = 0; (ii) B = Q~; (iii) A has a maximum; (iv) B has a minimum. A

B) is called a Cauchy cut if A and B are non empty and
B - A = { b - a : is coinitial in K+. If F is a subfield of K and

~y = (A, B) is a cut of F, an element a E K such that A  a - B is said to
fill y. Given a E K, put x  a }, y &#x3E; a }. The co-
finality type of Aa is denoted by wF-(a), the coinitiality type of Ba by
wp+(a). If af.F, (Aa , Ba) is a non-trivial cut of F which we denote by
’YF(a).
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let F be a cofinal subfield of X, and let a-

belong to KBF. Then the following are equivalent

(i) a c CIK(F)

(ii) YF(a) is a Cauchy cut of F.

Consequently, fills a Cauchy cut of F }.

PROOF. (i) ~ (ii). Since F is cofinal in K, Aa and Ba are non

empty. Assume that Ba-Aa is not coinitial in F+, that is 

for some eEF. Put By (i), that is

a = c -~- u for some cef and UEVr. If u&#x3E;O, then ceAa ; and 
&#x3E; c -f- u = a, hence But this a contradiction.

Analogously and 

(ii) # (i). If there is F- E K+ such that (a - ~, a+E) n F=0.
Hence Aaa-Ea+EBa imply Ba-Aa&#x3E;2E that is, Ba-Aa is not

coinitial in K+; hence Ba - Aa cannot be coinitial in F+.

Concerning the topology of K, we prove:

PROPOSITION 2.4. K is connected if and only if K is a copy of R’

(the real numbers field). Otherwise, K admits a base ÐZ(K) of open-
and-closed neighborhoods of 0, oc E w(K) I such that 
implies If K is non archimedean, the Va may be chosen as
subrings of K.

PROOF. Assume K ~ R. If K is archimedean, K is a copy of a

proper subfield of R, and the first infinite ordinal. Take

aERBK and put I x 11 a |/n} for each nEw0.
If K is non archimedean, let { aa : I be a subset of K+,

coinitial in K+, such that 1 for all oc E w(K). Put U«, _ ( a I  
for all positive integers n }. Since K is non archimedean, the are

neighborhoods of 0, and they clearly are a base. If x, Ua , then

and

for all positive integers n. Thus the Ua are subrings of K; hence they
are open-and-closed, and the family of all intersection Wa== n U¢ clearly

T«
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contains a subfamily Va satisfying the required conditions.
From now on, will always denote such a neighborhood base.
As every topological field., K is said to be complete if it is com-

plete with respect to the uniform structure generated by the entou-
rages Wa = { ~(x, y)eK X K : The completion K
of the uniform space (K, W) may be given a structure of an ordered
field, whose topology is that of the completion. The field K is obviously
topologically dense in K (and hence order dense), and K is unique up
to an order-preserving field isomorphism which is the identity on K. By
2.3 only the Cauchy cuts of K are filled in K. Clearly, K fills all the

Cauchy cuts of K. For each aeK, 

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let F be a cofinal subfield of K, and let F be
a completion of F. Then clK(F) is isomorphic to a subfield of F contain-
ing F.

PROOF. Extension theorem for uniformly continuous mappings.
We refer the reader to [GJ, chapter 13] for terminology and basic

facts on real closed fields. By [S], if F is real closed, then F is real

closed.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let K be a real closed extension of the real

closed field F. If every Cauchy cut of F is filled in K, then there exists
a copy E of F in K, such that F c E c K.

PROOF. Let 0 be the set of all isomorphisms cp : L 2013~ K, where
L is a real-closed extension of F in F, which are the identity on F. If

~, ~ E ~_, we write cp _ ~r if tp is an extension of cp. Let cp : L .-~ K,
and assume that b fills in K the Cauchy cut Then

since cp is order-preserving; hence b is transcendental over the

real closed field cp [ L ] . Thus cp has an extension cp’ : 
such that for and ~’~(a) = b. By [ GJ, 13 .12 ] , (p’ is

order preserving. Hence cp’ has an extension + from the real closed field
L’ (which is the algebraic closure of L(a) in F) to the algebraic closure
of cp[L](b) in K. 

_

By Zorn’s lemma, (D has a maximal element cp and we have shown
that the domain of (p is all of F.
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III. Residue class fields.

Let X be a topological space, F a non-archimedean ordered field.
We denote by C=C(X, F) the lattice ordered ring of all continuous

functions from X to F; C* = C*(X, F) will be the subring of C consist-
ing of all such that f [ X ] has a lower and an upper bound in F.

If P (resp. P*) is a prime ideal of C (resp. C*) the ring C/P
(resp. C*/P*) is totally ordered under the quotient ordering. (The proofs
are analogous to those given in [GJ, chapter 5].) The canonical mapping
of C onto C/P (resp. of C* onto C*/P*) maps the constants onto a copy
of F, which, again, will be denoted by F.

A set E of idempotents of C such for all 
eeE

is called a partition of unity into idempotents, or simply a partition
( ~ E I-partition if we want to emphasize its cardinality). A partition E
is said to be strongly contained in the ideal I of C (resp. C*) if ~ eEl
for all S C E such that 

eEs

In what follows, M* is a maximal ideal of C* and K is the ordered
field Observe that F is cofinal in K. The next lemma, analogous
to [DMW, Lemma 2 .1 ] is the key step in the study of the residue class
fields of C* and C.

LEMMA 3.1. Let f E C*. If (the residue class of f modulo
M*) does not belong to f [ X ] , then M* strongly contains either an wF-(a)-
partition or an WF+(a)-p-artition.

PROOF. Assume first We show that, in this case, M*

strongly contains an wF-(a)-partition. Put x C a }, and choose
a well-ordered cofinal subset of Aa , (xewF-(a) I (where 
if and for each limit ordinal yw (a), sup { aa : ay} I does not

exist in F) and for each a choose (see 2.4) in such a way that
Put for some Clearly the

L« are open-and-closed, and

is open and closed in X, the Za are pairwise disjoint,

Furthemore, given there exists ~a ? a,o such

, since, otherwise, we would have which is
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impossible. This shows that { ea : where e~, is the character-
istic function of Z~ , is an WF-(a)-partition. For each aEwF-(a), put

Define ha on X to be , to be zero otherwise.

Observe that I Hence and

This proves that } is strongly contained in M*.
In an analogous way it can be shown that if then M*

strongly contains an It only remains to prove that we
may always assume either f [ X ]  a or f [ X ] &#x3E; a.

If simply use f A a (or f v a) instead of I.
If put Ba = { y E F : y &#x3E; a } ; Au , Ba are open-and-closed in F, since

F is cofinal in K. Let e be the characteristic function of f ~ [Aa ] . Then
and since is prime, exactly one of the two idem-

potents belongs to M~. The conclusion is now obvious.

PROPOSITION 3.2.

(i) If M* contains no partitions, then C*/M* = F
(ii) If M* contains a countable partition, then some non-Cauchy

cut of F is filled in K

(iii) If M* contains an a-partition, with a non-measurable, then
M* contains a countable partition.

PROOF.

(i) By Lemma 3.1, M*( f ) E F for all jEC*.
(ii) Let fen : n EN } (N is the set of natural numbers) be a par-

tition contained in M*. Put f = ~ nen . Since F is non archimedean,
Me2V

f E C* and M*(f) fills the non-Cauchy-cut y=(A, B), where B=

={yEF : y&#x3E;N} and A=FBB.
(iii) Repeat the proof given in theorem 2.2.

THEOREM 3.3. The following statements (i), (ii), (iii) are equiv-
alent and imply (iv) .If F is not complete, then all four are equivalent.

(i) For some f E Cy, 
(ii) M* strongly contains an w(F)-partition.
(iii) M* contains a unit of C = C(X, F).
(iv) clK(F) is a completion of F.
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PROOF. (i) implies (ii). Put a=M*(f). By 2.5, WF-(a)=WF’(a)=
= w(F). By 3.1, M* strongly contains an w(F)-partition.

(ii) implies (iii). Let } be an w(F)-partition strongly
contained in M* and let (a,,, : I be a coinitial subset of F, such
that implies Put u = E aaea. Then u is a unit of C,

aEw(F)

and since the partition is strongly contained in M*, we have 0  M*{u) _
= M*( ~ for all Since F is cofinal in K, M*(u) = 0.

Ba

(iii) implies (i). Apply Lemma 3.1.
(i) implies (iv). By 2.3 and 2.5, we have to show that every Cauchy

cut of F is filled in K. B) be a non-trivial Cauchy cut of F,
and let { aa : I be a cofinal subset of A, such that when-
ever Take an w(F)-partition strongly contained in M*. It can be

verified, arguing as above, that M’( £ fills y.
aEw(F)

That (iv) implies (i) if F is not complete is obvious by 2.3.

COROLLARY 3.4. If then cIK(F) is a completion of F.
If w(F) is non-measurable, K is a completion of F if and only if F=K
and F is complete.

PROOF. The first part is proved in the same way as (iv) was
derived from (i) in 3.3. For the second statement, apply 3.3 and 3.2.

IV. K=C(X, F)/M.

In this section, M will denote a maximal ideal of C = C(X, F) and
-K the field C/M.

THEOREM 4.1. The following are equivalent:
(i) M does not contain strongly an w(F) partition.
(ii) F is cofinal in K.

(iii) M n C* is maximal in C*.

Furthermore, if (iii) holds then C/M is isomorphic to C*IM n C*.

PROOF. Assume (i) holds. If F is not cofinal in K, there exists

jfeC such that Arguing as in Lemma 3 .1, we see that M contains
an w(F)-partition and (ii) is proved.
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Now assume (ii) and put P’==MnCB The natural mapping ; of
C*/P* into C/M is one-to-one, and C/M is the field of fractions of

j[C*/P*]. Let M* be the maximal ideal of C* containing the prime ideal
P*. By an argument analogous to [DMW, lemma 2], it can be shown
that if u EM*BP*, then 0 C u C F+. But, then, F is not cofinal in K.
Hence M n C* is maximal in K.

If M n C* is a maximal ideal of C’’ which contains no unit of C,
then by Theorem 3 .1, M n C* does not strongly contain any w(F)-par-
tition, whence M cannot contain strongly an w(F)-partition and (i) holds.

V. Real closed fields.

This section is devoted to a brief investigation of the residue class
fields of C(X, F) and C ‘{X , F) with F real-closed. The first natural ques-
tion is: are these residue class fields also real closed? The answer to this

question is affirmative and a proof may be given following [ Gj, 13.4],
once we have proved that in a real-closed field K the roots of a poly-
nomial depend continuously on the coefficients. This fact is well-known
in the case K=R, but its proof makes use of Rouch6’s theorem. Hence
we give an elementary proof of this fact. Let K be a real-closed field, and
let L be its algebraic closure. The topology and the absolute value on L
are defined in the usual way.

Let n be a positive integer. For each a = (ao , we denote

by pla, ..., pna the « real parts » of the roots (in L) of the polynomial
n-1

(listing each according to its multiplicity) indexed so
v=0

that ... (see [ GJ, 13.3]). Put also

THEOREM 5.1. The functions pi , ..., p,~ are continuous functions
from Ln to K.

PROOF. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the fol-

lowing :

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let aE Ln be given, and let Ea&#x3E;0 be such that
whenever xa , ya are distinct roots of pa( t ). Let xa be a
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root of pa(t) of multiplicity ra . Then, for each E, 0  s  sa , there exists
such that, then pb(t) has (counting multiplicities)

exactly ra roots xb such that 

PROOF. It is enough to show that under the above assumptions,
pb(t) has at least ra roots in We first show that pb(t) has at

least one root in In fact, for every 

and

where the x; are the roots of py(t). Thus, for

for at least one j.
Dividing the polynomial pa(t) by t-~(~eL) we obtain

where 9 : Ln X is a continuous function (its components are

polynomials in ~, having ao , ..., 1 as coefficients).
We have already seen that the proposition is true for ra =1. Also,

the proposition is trivial for n =1. Assume that it is true for n -1 (n &#x3E; 1),
and that ra &#x3E; 1. Then xa is a root of p~( ~, x h )( t), of multiplicity ra -1.
Given e&#x3E;0, we can find n &#x3E; 0 such that for every satisfying
I I c - cp(a, p,(t) has exactly ra -1 roots in by the
induction hypothesis. Since cp is continuous, there exists d1&#x3E; 0 such
that whenever 11 ~2013&#x26; )~ , ) ~2013~ !Si, then

By what we have above shown, we can find dd1 such that 
implies  min } for at least one root xb of pb~(t). Thus, if
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)(t) has ra-l roots in xa+UE. Ilence pb(t) has at

least ra roots in 

Following now the proof of [G J, 13.4] (and observing, in the
bounded case, that the roots of pa(t) are bounded by we

have

THEOREM 5.3. Let F be a real closed field, M (resp. M* ) a maximal
ideal of C = C(X, F) (resp. of C* = C*(X, F)). Then CIM (resp. C*IM*) is
real-closed.

Also we have

THEOREM 5.4. Let F be a real closed field, M a maximal ideal of
~C = C(.X, F), K = C/M. If F is not cofinal in K, then there is a copy

E of F such that

PROOF. Since M contains an w(F)-partition, every Cauchy cut F
is filled in K, as is easy to see. Thus Theorem 2.6. applies.

REMARK. This copy of F in K is not unique, unless F is already
complete. It could be shown that there are at least I I I such
,copies, where ( ~ F+ }.
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